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Abstract

While undeniably enriching, the academic odyssey sometimes leaves a void where financial education should reside. Graduates should have optimal knowledge of financial matters to maximise their financial planning. Recognising this gap, higher education institutions have implemented financial education to bridge the gap for students before they enter the workforce. This paper reviews existing studies where higher education has implemented financial education and its outcomes, including program length, format, platform, and voluntariness. The findings reveal a diverse landscape of financial education initiatives in higher education, with varying degrees of success in achieving desired outcomes. The study will benefit higher education and policymakers considering implementing financial education. The review highlights the importance of ongoing evaluation and refinement of financial education initiatives to meet students’ needs better and maximise their long-term financial well-being.
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1. Background

Students would gain from obtaining financial knowledge early in life (Lusardi & Mitchell, 2014). Equipping students with financial knowledge before they commence their careers can profoundly impact their ability to navigate the complexities of personal finance, leading to enhanced financial well-being (Lusardi & Mitchell, 2007). The problem is that university students invest several years in completing specific qualifications yet frequently lack crucial skills such as financial literacy (FL). A significant concern for higher education (HE) students is student debt and credit cards. Norvilitis et al. (2006) found that higher debt translates into greater stress, impacting the students’ financial well-being, where students need holistic financial education (FE). Furthermore, some students are at increased financial risk due to their extended training programs (Barrett et al., 2023). FE and counselling often occur when it is too late, and individuals are already in debt (Moore, 2004).
Across the globe, students consistently exhibit low to average FL scores. In Malaysia, studies observed low FL for students from eleven public and private colleges (Sabri et al., 2010), four HE institutions (Yew et al., 2017) and first-year university students from private and public universities (Wee & Goy, 2022). A cross-country study found that Indonesian students achieved higher FL scores than Malaysian students’ average FL scores (Khalisharani et al., 2022). Low to moderate financial knowledge was observed for students in India (Kanduri, 2021), Turkey (Akben-Selcuk & Altiok-Yilmaz, 2014), South Africa (Antoni et al., 2020; Van Deventer, 2020), and public universities in the US (Artavanis & Karra, 2020). Medium or moderate FL levels were found among students from eight European countries (Ergün, 2018).

Many authors see FE as the bridge that connects individuals to FL (Lusardi, 2019; Wee & Goy, 2022). FE has been introduced at HE institutions to address low levels of FL among students. It is the foundation for improving knowledge associated with improved behaviour and FL, ensuring the next generation of workers and consumers has financial knowledge (Lusardi, 2019). Education on its own may not be sufficient, but it is a necessary element for behaviour change (Arlinghause & Johnston, 2018) and prior education (Fürstenau & Hommel, 2019; Xiao et al., 2014). Studies highlighted the benefit of prior learning, where informal learning is ineffective without previous knowledge (Fürstenau & Hommel, 2019) and loan literacy before accumulating debt may serve as a mastery experience for students, enhancing financial self-efficacy when student loan repayments begin (Brady et al., 2021). FE positively influences financial well-being later in life (Xiao et al., 2014). Therefore, this paper sheds light on the implementation of FE in HE, offering invaluable insights into that program's direct outcomes and relevance.

2. Method

A literature search of articles on Scopus was performed. The combination of search terms included (financial literacy AND financial education AND students) and delivered 240 articles. The keyword 'higher education' was not included in the search words as it limited the search results; many studies referred to colleges and universities without reference to HE. Therefore, the search included many more results (especially on schools), but by reviewing them, schools and other organisations that are not HE were excluded. The researcher worked through the articles to identify studies reporting on specific FE implemented at HE. It is pivotal to distinguish between studies evaluating the role of a particular FE program and those assessing general financial educational exposure lacking specifics on quality, depth, or duration.

3. Financial Education

The role of FE programs has been debated, with scholars presenting contrasting views on its effectiveness. Goyal and Kumar (2020) reviewed 502 FL articles over ten years. They observed
the delineation of two aspects of FL among young individuals: parental socialisation during adolescence and continuous financial learning within educational institutions or workplaces. Fernandes et al. (2014) performed a meta-analysis examining the correlation between FL, FE, and financial behaviours across 168 papers, encompassing findings from 201 previous studies. They discovered that efforts to enhance FL account for only 0.1% of the differences observed in the financial behaviours under examination, mainly showing less impact in samples from low-income backgrounds. In contrast, a national study by Wagner (2019) found a correlation between FE and FL, where individuals who received FE were less inclined to exhibit lower FL scores and more likely to demonstrate high FL scores. These studies have largely overlooked the heterogeneity of FE programs and did not consider the specific type, duration, or intensity of instruction. While previous research has overlooked the specific components of FE programs, this paper addresses this gap by focusing on articles that examine the implementation of tailored FE initiatives within HE institutions.

4. Specific financial education

In America, four studies of FE implemented at different HE institutions are included here: a) an outside institution developed FE consisting of one presentation that took an hour and a half (on average) on credit, budgeting, and investing. It was presented in a co-curricular module for business students at a university. The study noted the benefits of outside organisations offering FE at HE as well as increased basic financial knowledge, communication and technical skills (DeLaune et al., 2010);

b) FE was offered by appointing a financial and educational specialist who presented financial content as part of the curriculum in all four years of study, gave workshops, and offered one-on-one student advice for veterinary students. Relevant topics were identified, ensuring information was pertinent to their current circumstances (Jones et al., 2019);

c) librarians offered FE during first-year workshops as part of one-credit-hour courses. The content included savings, interest, budgeting, loans, debt, insurance, tax, and research skills. Positive changes were observed from before to after the course; however, the most positive changes were in improved research skills (Li, 2012);

d) libraries introduced many FL initiatives, where most of the support included FL collection development, collaborations with different partners on campus, events, workshops and online resources (Reiter & Ford, 2019);

e) an elective one-session, three-credit undergraduate course (saving, budgeting and debt) presented by business librarians on how advertising impacts spending behaviour. The course offered an opportunity to engage students in discussions about financial behaviour. Although
students had mixed responses about the topic, most agreed it is a valuable inclusion in the personal finance course (Vaaler & Wilhelm 2020).

In China, a voluntary FL programme (face-to-face and online) was introduced to college students, measuring the driving forces behind the decision-making to attend the programme and how it impacted their FL. The study adopted an endogenous switching regression model focusing on how students decide to attend or not to attend (Tan et al., 2022). The face-to-face offering includes 36 hours of structured sessions. Participating students significantly increased FL, especially regarding their knowledge, behaviour and attitude. Students with a higher self-perceived level of FL did not prefer attending FE. In another Chinese HE institution, FE offered to finance students focused on using an internet-integrated programme provided over 18 weeks (90 hours in total), which found that education provided through the internet is cost and admin-effective and avoids real-life pitfalls in learning (Liu & Lin, 2021). The study found that FE has the potential to boost individuals' financial knowledge, instruct them in assessing personal financial health, and instil a lifelong interest in the study of money.

In New Zealand, FE was structured according to insights from literature reviews. This approach emphasised translating financial knowledge into actionable steps, involving consultations to reflect on spending pressures, follow-up appointments to track progress, identification of teachable life experiences, and simplifying technical and financial information for better understanding (Subactagin-Matto & Goncalves-Rorke, 2010). The knowledge gained positively affected the students' experience, retention and completion of studies. In Australia, a study examined the effects of FE on undergraduate students three years after completing a semester-long elective FE course, equivalent to other major options in their qualification. The study discovered that students retained substantial effects of both objective and subjective FL, although there was a slight decrease over time. The evidence for behavioural change did not demonstrate consistency over time (Gerrans, 2021).

In Singapore, FE is offered as an elective to undergraduate students, which covers various aspects of assets and finance management (investments, budgeting, debt, taxes, etc). Students receive a fixed amount to bid on courses. The study included students who bid for FL courses and divided them between those who bid and enrolled for the module and those who did not bid enough and could not register for the programme. The study found that students who attended FE had an 11% increase in financial knowledge and 16% in financial planning (Barua et al., 2018). In Malaysia, a study found that FE for undergraduate students from different higher institutions does not significantly impact personal management performance and is ineffective. The study did not refer to the FE offered or if all students attended FE (Bakar & Bakar, 2020).

In Italy, an introductory financial course of 20 minutes included interest rates, the time value of money, inflation, and risk. Students were invited to participate in the study (standard randomised trial treatment), which included the presentation to the treated group. It found a significant
impact on FL and an even greater effect on the self-assessment of FL (Brugiavini et al., 2020). Another university in Italy offers free online FE to the public and teaches basic FL concepts. An experiment was conducted to compare the effectiveness of the online vs. on-campus offering. A portion of the FE content was offered over three hours, focusing on investments, bonds and interest rates. No statistically significant distinction is observed between attending the program in a lecture room or online, suggesting a causal effect estimation (Agasisti et al., 2023). In Croatia, a randomised field experiment introduced FE to a training group four times for 90 minutes, where FE positively impacted knowledge (Torma et al., 2023).

In Chile, FE was piloted for the Pedagogy of History and Geography students as an elective course for 16 weeks (32 hours) with the aim of targeted education on economics and finance, fostering practical skills development and cultivating positive attitudes (Alí et al., 2021).

5. Conclusion

Many initiatives worldwide incorporate and initiate FE; however, the slow movement to improve FL levels sheds light on the fact that not all approaches work for everyone and should be custom-designed for a specific audience. This review provides a comprehensive overview of the implementation of FE in HE, highlighting the diverse approaches taken across different institutions. The literature reveals variations in the length, format, platform, and voluntariness of FE programs, underscoring the need for flexibility and adaptability to cater to the diverse needs of students. Despite these differences, the review sheds light on the importance of FE and its perceived value among students, guiding HE and policymakers on the diverse options available to introduce FE. Thus, while FE at HE may not yield immediate transformations, it is a foundational element conducive to gradual development. The paper guides policymakers and higher educational institutions on how FE has been implemented. Limitations of this study include FE implemented but not reported in research papers, research papers from other databases, and business- or finance-related academic programmes with financial knowledge as part of the educational curriculum. Furthermore, the findings should be interpreted with caution as they may not reflect what every country experiences in delivering FE. Future research should focus on comparing different implementation strategies, voluntary vs compulsory offerings, technology in the offering and the impact of finance-related academic curriculum content.
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